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Syncopes, duration and timing properties used to affect
groove in monophonic melodies

Tommy Holm and Thomas Isaksson

When we dance or just tap our feet, we do it because we often just can't
resist the groovy feeling that emerges when listening to a special musical
piece. In this study we investigated what physical properties in the sound
stream that might underlie this experience. Four musicians performed
monophonic melodies with the intention to either maximize or minimize
their level of groove. Ratings of these performances by 30 participants
showed that the musicians succeeded in conveying more groove in six
simple melodies and less groove in two rock/pop-like melodies (p < .05). In
these perfomances, four physical correlates of groove emerged related the
number, duration, and syncopation of tones. Performances with a larger
number of short syncopated tones tend to be perceived as more groovy.
Given that groove is not just cultural dependent, our results provide insights
for future study of the phenomenon of groove, its possible function and
biological connections.

What is it in music that sometimes brings forth the sense of animation and movement
in us, and why is it that some music possesses this quality to a greater extent than
other music? Almost everyone has some time experienced this quality and felt the
urge to move rhythmically to music. This quality is still vaguely defined but we will
here follow Madison’s (2006) operational definition of groove: "wanting to move
some part of the body in relation to some aspect of the sound pattern".

When listening to music in everyday life, we perceive a highly complex sound
wave that neural mechanisms in our ears and in the brain manage to decode and
categorize into smaller parts such as included instruments and pitches, along with
giving the music qualitative emotional values like whether you like it or not and
recollection of personal memories. If we then were asked to analyze and verbally
describe exactly what it is that makes us experience the feeling of wanting to move, it
would certainly be a tough one to answer. It seems that we can easily experience
groove but have difficulties in explaining the details about why and what it is behind
that experience.

Before surveying the possible physical properties of sound signals that induce
groove it is appropriate to look at the possible functions of groove. There seems to be
something across different cultures and areas that make people come together and
rhythmically move to music. This behavior is typical in ritual settings, where
synchronized singing and dancing to a musical pulse takes place. From a biological
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point of view, this behavior is not altogether unique, because there is evidence that
certain species like insects, frogs and crabs also engage in group synchronization of
behavior through entrainment to an evenly paced stimulus (Greenfield, 1994;
Backwell et al., 1998; Tuttle and Ryan, 1982). As this might suggest a biological
connection between movement and rhythmical components in music, it is interesting
to investigate what properties in the musical pattern that underlies the human
experience of groove.

We can agree that there is something mysterious about music, in that it is such a
highly valued phenomenon to humans while it seems to have no conceivable
function. Keil (1987) suggested that participatory discrepancy (PD) makes music
personally involving and socially valuable. By discrepancy he meant small timing
deviations. ”It is the little discrepancies within a jazz drummer's beat, between bass
and drums, between rhythm section and soloists, that create swing and invite us to
participate”. However, in a recent study by Butterfield (2009), the perception of PDs
and the evidence in support for this idea was found to be very scant. The small
discrepancies that were tested were in the range of 10 to 30 ms and it was concluded
that such small timing deviations would hardly be perceptible. Humans require a
minimum asynchrony of 2 ms to perceive successive tone onset under ideal
laboratory conditions, but at least 20 ms between onsets to perceive which of two
contrasting sounds comes first (Hirsh, 1959). During an ensemble, the timing
discrepancy between the bass and the drummer’s ride typically lies around this 20 ms
threshold. When trying to produce discrepancies in music, Prögler (1995) found that
musicians may think that they are late in relation to the beat when they are in fact
early (i.e. on a micro rhythmical level, they are ahead of the other instruments), which
showed that PDs are difficult to produce with conscious effort.

Keil’s idea about the actual function of PDs is that they act like a bridge in the
communication, not just only between musicians but also between musicians and the
listeners. The idea is however expressed is such a vague manner that is seems
impossible to test. For example, it is not stated whether the PDs are systematic
(repeated and predictable) or unsystematic (arbitrary), and whether, in either case,
they follow some sort of consistent pattern across musicians or musical styles.

 Zagorski–Thomas (2007) highlighted ways in which micro-structural aspects of
musical structure can be related to perceived meaning for both performers and
listeners. It was argued that groove can be perceived as the creation of a group
character or dialogue. Different grooves have different characteristics which are
determined in part by the internal timing (e.g. polka) and in part by the relative timing
of different instruments (e.g. a slightly late sounding bass). By entraining our
attention to sounds of co-ordinated group activities and especially if we reinforce that
entrainment through clapping or dancing, we become a part of the social grouping.
Groove may not be solely explained as specific parts of the music but is something
that comes out of the big picture, that the sum is more than all the parts. He argued
that the measurement of PDs is useful only insofar as it can be used to illuminate
the process that generates them.
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In this study we examined small tone onset (e.g. the exact time when plucking a
guitar string) and offset (e.g. when the guitar string stops sounding) deviations against
points in the metrical time grid. These data are called micro timing deviations. Micro
timing deviations are categorized as either systematic or unsystematic, were
systematic means that the same kind of timing deviations are repetitiously recurring
and unsystematic timing deviations are not. Systematic micro timing can explain
some variability and is defined by its covariation (Shaffer & Todd, 1994) within or
across performers (Repp, 1998), and the rest of the variability can be explained by
unsystematic micro timing, related to limitations in human perception and motor
control.

A possible function of systematic micro timing might be that it helps the listener to
identify particular parts in the metrical structure, for example on a larger scale than
just one beat (Madison, Gouyon, Ullén, & Hörnström, in press). An example could be
that a tone onset is slightly late on every fourth beat, thus creating in segmentation of
the signal into four beat units. In that way, the listener or musician might use those
predictions to execute body movements.

Empirical literature about groove is although quite limited and therefore little is
known about what properties in a sound stream that might induce movement in
listeners. In a study by Madison (2006), participants listened to various musical
pieces and gave ratings about their experience on a number of different adjectives.
Madison found that participants were consistent in their ratings of groove regardless
of if they actually were familiar with the kind of music they were presented with.
This suggests that there were some properties in the audio signal that made it so.

Previous studies by Madison et al (Madison, Gouyon, & Ullén, 2009; Madison,
Gouyon, Ullén, & Hörnström, in press) indicated a strong correlation between groove
and some rhythmical descriptors (RDs) across different musical styles. RDs can refer
to higher-order properties in the sound signal, and that could, for example, be related
to a metrical time grid (i.e. tone onset, duration, syncopes). The RDs that explained
the largest proportion of variability in listeners’ ratings of groove were beat salience
and event density. Beat salience refers roughly to the number and velocity of sounds
that occur on the beat. Event density refers to the number of sound events per unit
time. This suggests that some quite general properties may underlie groove. In these
studies, however, groove was examined in already made musical pieces, and it was
therefore not known to what extent the performers actually intended to create or
enhance groove. This leaves open the question whether musicians intentionally can
produce groove, to what extent they are aware of how to do this, and which means
they use to this under different conditions. The music was also ensemble
performances, in which different instruments may interact to produce the groove-
related signal properties. It is possible that other properties work better to induce
groove when there are fewer voices. Music with few or even a single voice should
conceivably provide an impoverished ground for groove, which is likely to force a
musician to focus all her efforts to instill groove into that one voice. That is likely
both to provide a more clear-cut exemplar of groove-inducing properties, as well as a
signal simpler to analyze. In Madison et al (in press) it was argued that plausible
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physical correlates of the experience of groove might include (1) repetitive
rhythmical patterning (2) periodic sound events (3) event density and (4) systematic
and unsystematic micro timing.

In this study we ask what properties in the performance of a melody that affect the
experience of groove. As a first step to answer this question the main focus of the
present study was to obtain naturalistic instances of performances intended to vary in
groove, confirm their effectiveness with a listening test, and to describe the physical
differences between performances that differ in their level of groove. The first
question was therefore to what extent the intention of a musician to convey more or
less groove could be conveyed to a listener by means of expressive performance of a
monophonic melody. By using a monophonic melody we could eliminate otherwise
possible effects of confounds that could emerge from different musical instruments
affecting each other and therefore possibly affecting the musicians and consequently
the listeners experience.

The second question was which devices musicians use in such a constrained
condition, given that they had the intended effect. To answer that question we chose
to let real musician’s record different musical pieces in MIDI. In that way, we were
able to obtain performance data with precise timing. By also letting musicians play to
a predefined beat, we could obtain timing data relative to a metrical time grid.

Our hypothesis was that, under those constrained conditions, musicians could
convey more groove by altering the timing and shorten the duration of tones, and that
it was possible because groove is a biological connected phenomenon.

Method

Stimulus production
In order to produce the stimulus material, four professional male musicians, including
the second author, were each asked to play twelve monophonic music examples
(ME). Between one to five days before they came to the recording session, each
musician received an e-mail with audio recordings of 12 monophonic Cubase 5.0
renditions, based on MIDI tracks. In that way, they could familiarize themselves with
them, in order to minimize the time and effort needed for the recordings. The
recording procedure was as follows. First they were asked to reproduce one of the
twelve original versions as to demonstrate that they had learned it well enough to
reproduce it. To verify this, we (the authors) listened to the recording and judged
whether it was close enough to the original version. Each musician reproduced all
twelve original versions. When this was verified, musicians were asked to
expressively perform and record each ME, first in a more groovy (+) and then in a
less groovy (-) version. The restrictions for doing this was: (1) they were only
allowed to use the same pitches as in the original version and (2) were not allowed to
depart so much from the melody that the melody in the original version could no
longer be recognized. Each note could therefore be manipulated in four ways, namely
its timing, duration, loudness, and whether it was split into more notes with the same
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pitch, or the pitch of an adjacent note, or merged with adjacent notes. All
performances were recorded to the same accompaniment beat, consisting of an
analogue sounding kick and hi-hat which acted like an ordinary metronome but
without any accented beats. The same beat was used in every ME but in different
tempi for each melody (in the range 120-180 bpm).

The musicians were allowed to re-take recordings until they felt that they had
accomplished to convey a satisfactory high (+ versions) or low (- versions) level of
groove. This ended up in a total of 36 recorded MEs by each musician, but only the +
and – versions were used as stimuli. Every musician received 150 Swedish kronor per
hour of recording in compensation for participation.

Participants
Twelve female and 18 male Swedes, 21 to 45 years old, acted as listeners. The
participants were divided into two groups which listened to all melodies but played
by different musicians (1 and 2 or 3 and 4). All participants had normal vision and
hearing and were regarded as non-musicians according to the criterion that none
played music professionally. The participants were recruited through advertisement
on Umeå university campus, and did not receive any financial compensation for their
participation.
 
Materials
The stimuli consisted of 108 music examples (ME), 12 of which were original
renditions of the 12 melodies, and the remaining 96 were performances by the
musicians (12 melodies x 2 versions x 4 musicians). Six of the twelve melodies were
based on from commercially available recordings of jazz and rock style music,
henceforth called CM (Appendix 1). To minimize possible effects of higher
associations that MEs could generate, like memories to a certain time, context or
other personal values from earlier exposures, the CMs were selected to be unfamiliar
to most listeners. The other six melodies had a simple structure, similar to the song
“Twinkle twinkle little star”. These were composed by the authors, because it was
difficult to find such melodies that were unknown to the participants, and are
henceforth called easy melodies (EM).

Each ME was 16 to 25 s in duration (M = 19.4) and consisted of a monophonic
melody together with the drum beat described earlier.  

MIDI information was recorded by a sequencer software (Cubase 5.0) with a
Yamaha DX7s keyboard connected to a PC via an PreSonus Audiobox USB MIDI
interface.

In addition to the previously recorded MEs, there were three other MEs that were
used for pre-experiment training. Those three MEs were also monophonic but
different from the other MEs, composed by the second author. None of those were
included in the analyses.
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Design
A block design was made by randomizing the order of the 12 songs, and repeating
this order in each of five blocks. The first block consisted of the original versions and
subsequent blocks of the performances. Each block constituted one musician, but
since each musician made two versions of each song, one + version with more groove
and one – version with less groove, these + and – versions were randomly distributed
across two blocks, according to a fixed pattern for all blocks and all participants. The
order of musicians was balanced according to ABBA. The order of stimuli is shown
in Table 1. The purpose of using that design was to prevent the order of stimulus
having any influence on participants’ experience, and control for possible fatigue.
This design was used in both groups with two different musicians in each, such that A
in Table 1 was musician 1 and B was musician 2 for the first group of listeners, and A
and B was musician 3 and 4, respectively, for the second group.
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Table 1: Block design showing order of melody, version and musician presented to each participant.

 Block Order Melody Version   Block Order Melody Version  

1 9 0 37 9 -
2 11 0 38 11 +
3 1 0 39 1 -
4 7 0 40 7 +
5 6 0 41 6 -
6 12 0 42 12 -
7 10 0 43 10 +
8 5 0 44 5 -
9 8 0 45 8 -

10 4 0 46 4 +
11 3 0 47 3 +  B
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Procedure
Each participant individually performed the test, listening through headphones in a
quiet room in front of a computer. Before the test started the participants read
instructions (Appendix 2) from a paper and then did the three training trials as a
preparation for the real test. When this was done they were asked if they understood
everything, and when they said they did they were left alone for the experiment.
Participants’ task was to listen to each ME and rate on a 0–10 Likert-type scale how
well (0 = not at all, 10 = totally) their experience corresponded to four different
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adjectives: (1) groovy, (2) swingy, (3) like it and (4) familiar (Appendix 3) that were
ordered vertically on the screen. All this was done with a custom made PC software.

Participants did the experiment in their own preferable pace, that is, they could
choose when to play the next ME by clicking a button with the mouse pointer and it
was no time limit for the rating process. As soon as a new ME was played, none of
the adjectives could be rated until the ME had finished playing. All adjectives were
then clickable and could be rated in which ever order they preferred. Participants had
to be alert when rating the adjectives, because the presentation order of the adjectives
was randomized for each ME. Participants were also forced to rate each adjective,
otherwise they could not proceed to the next ME.
 

Results

Participants’ ratings
The first question was whether musicians succeeded in their attempts to convey more
or less groove. There was a significant difference in groove between each EM
original and EM+ version, seen in Figure 1. No difference between original and EM-
versions was significant. Neither were there any differences in ratings between CM
original and CM+. For two of the CM MEs there were a significant difference
between CM original and CM- version (figure 2).

Figure 1: Ratings of groove for the original versions and the child songs that were intended to be groovier. Error
            bars are .95 confidence intervals.
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Figure 2: Ratings of groove for the original versions and the commercial recordings that were intended to be less
                groovy. Error bars are .95 confidence intervals.

Rhythmical aspects
In answer to our second question about which devices musicians use to induce
groove, the mean ratings across listeners were correlated with a number of statistics
obtained from the MIDI data. These statistics were (1) the number of tones, (2) mean
and variability of velocity dynamics, (3) the number of tone onset syncopes, (4) mean
and variability of onset micro-timing, (5) mean and variability of offset micro-timing,
(6) the number of offset syncopes, and (7) mean and variability of note duration.
Velocity dynamics refers to the loudness of all tones. Number of onset syncopes
refers to the total amount of tones that were not played on the beat and therefore
every second, third or fourth 16th note was counted as a syncope. Offset syncopes
were counted in the same fashion. Micro-timing (MT) deviations on on-sets and
offsets of tone were measured in relation to the closest 32th note. Duration represents
the average and standard deviation of time between onset and offset of tones.

As mentioned in the introduction, rhythmical descriptors like event density and
beat salience were found to have a strong correlation to groove but the music
examples used where without the control of intention of groove and there were many
instruments in each music example that could contribute to groove by unknown
interactions. In this study the performers had the intention of making the music more
groovy and we could limit the possible interaction between different instrument to the
background beat and the melody line. The correspondence between groove and
physical properties was therefore explored by means of the univariate correlation
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matrix between the mean ratings across listeners and the seven statistics on 16 MEs.
Every original renditions of EMs were included together with the EM+ and the two
CM original, plus the corresponding CM- that were significant in earlier analysis.
Because each MEs was made in two different versions by each musician, the versions
(+/-) included were selected by looking at which of the musicians got the highest
ratings on groove and respectively the lowest ratings for the CM-. The correlation
matrix is shown in table 2.

Table 2: Correlations between rhythmical descriptors (RD) and participants’
ratings on adjectives in 16 MEs.

Adjectives

RD Like Move Groove

Relative No of tones 0.27 0.52 0.56
Velocity M -0.07 -0.06 -0.09
Velocity SD 0.27 0.32 0.37
No onset syncopes 0.75 0.87 0.88
MT onset M 0.18 0.07 0.24
MT onset SD 0.16 0.44 0.48
Duration M -0.55 -0.75 -0.83
Duration SD 0.02 -0.23 -0.21
No offset syncopes 0.77 0.83 0.81
MT offset M 0.24 0.19 0.29
MT offset SD 0.15 0.39 0.47
Note. Significant correlations appear as bold digits (p<.05). M=mean,
SD=standard deviation, MT=micro-timing deviation

The result showed statistically significant positive correlations for (1) number of
tones, (2) number of onset syncopes, (3) number of offset syncopes, and a significant
negative correlation for the average duration of tones. For a more detailed view over
each property, see Figure 3. This means that syncopated sounds and sound with
shorter duration tend to be related to groove. 

The micro-timing (MT) statistics did not show any significant correlation to
groove, although the standard deviations of MTs were close to significant, MT on-set
SD (r=0.48, p=0.059) and MT off-set SD (r=0.47, p=0.065).
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Figure 3: Scatter-plots with regression lines for significant RDs correlated to groove 

Discussion

The design of this study was intended to throw out a net, in which we would see if the
predicted physical properties, among others, contributed to groove. Because it was
found that the onset and offset of syncopes were an important factor, it was well in
agreement with our hypothesis about timing and its importance for the human
psychological experience of groove. The ratings showed that the musicians had
succeeded to convey more groove in all EM+ performances. As predicted, rhythmical
properties were most important for this effect, out of the ones we measured. When
musicians were told to convey more groove, the most apparent thing they did was to
change the onset timing for most tones, hence they played tones as syncopes between
the beats. As the correlation matrix shows, there was a strong and significant
correlation between the numbers of syncopes and groove, both for onset and offset
timing.

Whether micro-timing deviations played a significant role in our experiment for the
experience of groove is something that we neither can confirm nor reject, because
MT can refer to quite different things. Some would consider it a specific pattern of
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deviations, as opposed to another pattern. This we could not find since we only
measured the average size of deviations. The correlation between groove and the two
MT variability statistics could indicate that the presence of MT patterns was in these
performances related to groove. However, it could also be a trivial side effect of the
syncopation, such that, for example, syncopes tend to be performed less accurately in
relation to the metrical structure. A more conclusive analysis is outside the scope of
this article.

When musicians tried to convey less groove in a EM, all of them commented that
they found this very difficult. The data collected from that analysis also showed that
none of the musicians had succeeded, in fact, some of the versions were rated as more
groovy. Because most of the EM originals consisted of tones that were non-deviant
from the beat and the metrical grid, this adds up in support for that syncopes will
probably enhance groove. We noticed a tendency and consistency among musicians
that the changes that they made in attempting to convey less groove, were that they
made changes on a higher level. By changing the periodical structure of melodic
phrases, the melody turned up sounding odder, like if they increased the off-timing
values so much that it passed some sort of melodic acceptable threshold. When
removing the possibility to make exact timing on tones, they became confused in how
to manage the task.

Given that syncopes are an important and also very efficient device for inducing
groove, why should this be the case? One possible function of syncopes might be that
it helps us to predict the beat in the audio signal. Think about the sounding of a drum
beat in any song, were you most certainly will hear hi-hat taps that marks the tempo,
and every sound event between those hi-hat taps can be regarded as a syncope. By
inserting a syncope between two hi-hat taps, the time between the taps can be divided
into smaller units by the listener, and just as seconds is divided into milliseconds it
provides the listener with more cues. Without the cues from milliseconds, it is a
pretty challenging task to accurately and precisely tap a finger on every second tick.
So, if we get help in predicting a beat, it seems plausible that our precision in timing
increases, by giving us the ability to plan and co-ordinate our movements in an earlier
stage. By giving us the ability to plan for future events, we get the feeling of groove
because we have control over future events. If we don’t know what to expect in what
we hear, we can’t plan and co-ordinate movements in that early stage.

Some might criticize this study by stating that a possible source of bias is the study
size, and to get more accurate results, a larger study group must be used. However,
because groove may well be related to a biological connection between movement
and rhythmical components that exists in all of us (Merker, Madison & Eckerdal,
2009), the sample size doesn't need to be so big to draw conclusions from the result.

One might argue that there would be no point in examining groove in the way we
did, because too few variables were examined and that different musicians in
different music styles play in such diverse ways. However, since it was found
(Madison, 2009) that variables correlate over different music styles with the
experience of groove. The fact that people from different musical background is
consistent in their experience of groove should suggest that groove is a biological
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connection and not just something that depends on cultural settings (Madison, 2001;
2003; 2006; Madison & Merker, 2003).
   A regular pulse induces arousal and movement even in newborns (Honing et al.,
2009) which indicates a biological predisposition for such signals, in contrast to most
other species (for reviews, see Greenfield, 1994; Merker et al., 2009). The strong
connection between music and dance suggests that a possible function of groove is to
induce movement in us. Since it is a common task for musicians to make people
dance, they are likely to have intuitions about how to intentionally manipulate this.

This is the first study of this kind, and it constitutes to our mind an essential and
informative step towards an understanding of the connection between music, dance
and movement.

   What we most definitely can conclude from this study is that a monophonic ME
that have many syncopated tones is likely to be experienced as more groovy than one
with few syncopes. Future studies could use this as a production rule for synthetic
MEs, and experimentally test how much it explains of the connection between these
properties and groove. 
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Appendix 1: Scores for each music example (original renditions)
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Appendix 2: Instructions for participants (in Swedish)

Innan vi sätter igång med experimentet vill vi att du läser igenom detta
informationsblad som beskriver hur experimentet kommer att utföras.
Sätt dig bekvämt framför skärmen och ta på dig hörlurarna. Du kommer att få höra ett
antal korta musikstycken och svara på några skattningsfrågor som är kopplade till
varje musikstycke. Det kommer att gå till på så vis att:

1. Musikstycke spelas upp i lurarna
2. När musiken tystnar ska du besvara skattningsfrågorna
3. När du är klar trycker du på knappen ”Nästa”, då börjar proceduren om.

Observera!
Du kan INTE besvara skattningsfrågorna förrän musikstycket spelat klart.
De olika skattningsadjektiven kommer också att hamna i slumpvis ordning för varje
omgång, det är därför viktigt att du är UPPMÄRKSAM på vad för adjektiv du
skattar.
För att komma till nästa omgång MÅSTE du skatta varje adjektiv, d.v.s knappen
”Nästa” blir aktiv först när du besvarat samtliga skattningsfrågor.

När testet är klart kommer ett litet fönster att visas på skärmen, där det står att testet
är slutfört.

För att du ska komma igång så får du först testa några gånger innan vi kör igång på
riktigt.

Att delta i denna studie är helt frivilligt och du kan när som helst avbryta utan att
lämna någon förklaring.

Har du några frågor så tveka inte att ställa dem till någon av försöksledarna.

Lycka till!
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Appendix 3: Definitions of adjectives (in Swedish)

Definitioner av adjektiv

Rörelseskapande
Upplevelsen hos DIG att vilja röra någon del av kroppen till musiken, exempelvis
nicka med huvudet, trumma med fingrarna, stampa med foten eller vilja börja
dansa etc.

Svängig
Upplevelsen av att någon del i MUSIKEN svänger, oavsett om du känner för att
röra dig till den eller ej.

Gillar det
Huruvida du tycker om det du hör

Bekant
Huruvida du känner igen musikstycket från tidigare i ditt liv och/eller inom
experimentet (om du tycker dig känna igen ett stycke från tidigare
presentationer i experimentet).


